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ABSTRACT 

Four types of chinooks are described: (1) warming of parcel 

due to subsidence, (2) warming due to latent heat gain on windward 

side of mountains, (3) wave action at interface of cold surface air 

and warmer air aloft, and (4) nocturnal chinooks. 

The suggestion made by Scorer and Klieforth (1959) that large 

amplitude lee waves could be a possible driving mechanism for chinook 

or foehn winds is investigated for two cases which occurred in the Rocky 

Mountains. It is shown that there is a relation between the stability of 

the surface inversion layer on the windward side of the mountains, and 

the area under the influence of chinook winds on the leeward side. 

Flow patterns at 250 mb and 700 mb were analyzed along with 

the moisture flux at 700 mb. The analyses of wind field, mass diverg

ence, vorticity, and divergence of moisture were compared with 

TIROS photographs over the mountains. 
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Figure 1. Cro ss section through ridge showing descent of air parcel 
on leeward side. Ten1perature of air parcel at T 2 is greater 
than temperature of air parcel at Tl due to compression heating 
caused by the descent. 
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Figure 2. Cross section through ridge showing moist Pacific air 
being lifted on windward side. This lifting causes condensa
tion and the release of latent heat. The air parcel then descends 
the leeward side and heat gained from the condensation process 
is realized as warming at stations on the leeward slope. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous study of mountain effects on atmospheric flow 

patterns, as seen from meteorological satellites (Reiter, 1965 a.), it 

was realized that many types of flow and associated cloud patterns 

could not be fully explained with present knowledge. To gain a better 

understanding of the patterns identified on the TIROS pictures, sepa

rate and more detailed investigations of individual phenomena were 

undertaken. 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of this study was to examine the dynamics 

of chinook winds. A secondary objective was to determine the use

fulness of meteorological satellite pictures in research of this type. 

Review of Literature 

Chinook, a name borrowed by narrators of folklore from an 

Oregon Indian tribe, is an unusually strong, warm westerly wind 

which descends the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains (Cook and 

Topil, 1952; Glenn, 1961), The chinook is the North American 

counterpart of Europe's foehn which has received attention from 

many Europen meteorologists. The general nature. of the t"",o _. ____ _ 

winds is similar, the main differences probably being due to 

orientation of the controlling mountain ranges and size of the area 

effected .. 

The major chinook region in western North America €>..."tends 

along a strip two to three hundred miles wide from Alberta, Canada, 

southward to northeastern New Mexico. This chinook belt follow s 
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the Continental Divide and affects the high plains region along the 

eastern side of the Rocky Mountains (Glenn, 1961). 

European scientists gave the first tenable thermodynamic expla

nation of the warm, downslope foehn winds which occur in the Alps. 

In 1866 the now classic thermodynamic foehn principle was proposed 

by Hann (1903), when he stated that air traversing a mountain range 

precipitates moisture and gains the latent heat of condensation while 

ascending the windward slopes; subsequent descent of the air along 

the leeward slopes takes place dry-adiabatically and the air arrives 

at lower altitudes dryer and warmer than it was at corresponding 

elevations during the ascent. Hann later concluded that it was actually 

unnecessary to postulate ascent with precipitation on the windward 

slopes since replacement of air on the leeward slopes, having the 

usual wintertime lapse rate, by descending air warming at the dry

adiabatic rate, could account for the observed temperature rises. 

Subsequent investigations (Cook and Topil, 1952; McClain, 1952; 

Glenn, 1957; Burman, 1958; and Gutmann and Tebuev, 1961) have 

led to a good understanding of the important processes occurring 

during a chinook. These processes, acting either alone or together, 

have been subdivided into four types by Glenn (1961). 

The first type occurs when air is brought from higher to lower 

levels in the atmosphere. The lowering of an air parcel causes it 

to be warmed by compression at the dry-adiabatic lapse rate. 

Figure 1 show s a schematic representation of this process. 

The second process (see Figure 2), which is important during 

and before a chinook, is the original concept envisioned by Harm in 

1866. If moisture is condensed and removed from Pacific air as it 

is lifted up the western slope of the Rocky Mountains, latent heat 

of condensation will be added to the air mass. The heat gained by 

tbis process 'Nill be realized as warming at leeward stations when 

the air descends the eastern slope. 
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The third type, which explains the spectacular temperature 

rises often associated with a chinook, will occur if a cold shallow 

mass of polar or arctic air is lying against the eastern slope of 

the Rockies. With the cold air mass in this position, perturbations 

might form on the interface between the cold surface air and the 

warmer air aloft (see Figure 3). If one thinks of the top of the cold 

air mass as the surface of a lake and a leeward station as a point 

on the shore near the water line, it is clear that when waves inter-· 

sect the shore line, the point near the water surface will be periodically 

submerged. An analogous situation exists when the perturbations 

(waves) form on the interface of warm and cold air, that is, the lee

ward station is periodically submerged in the cold air causing drastic 

temperature changes in short periods of time. 

Glenn (1961) described an extreme case of this type of "chinook" 

which occurred near the Black Hills of South Dakota in mid-January 

of 1943 

On 15 January 1943, an outbreak of extremely cold 
arctic air moved into the Great Plains, covering the Black 
Hills area and producing in many places record low temp·
eratures. Starting on January 20th, the cold air became 
shallow enough that some of the mhling towns at the higher 
elevations in the Black Hills began breaking through into 
much warmer air. During the day of .January 20th, warming 
occurred at all points above 4500 feet, and during the next 
two days, warm air aloft scoured out another thousand feet 
of cold air, at least in the southern hills, but left places 
below 3500 feet still in the grip of some of the coldest 
weather on record. The change in temperature was really 
extreme, ranging from readings below zero in the cold air 
to as high as +60° F in the warm air. On January 22nd 
some minor pressure disturbances moving through the area 
caused the cold air to undulate up and down like waves 
against a wharf after a speedboat passes. The phenome
non was first noted at Spearfish, South Dakota, at 0732 
when the mercury skyrocketed from _4° to 45° Ii' within 
a period of only two minutes. This was only the beginning 
of a series of sharp dips and rises that continued for an 
hour or two. 
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Eventually a low will move over the mountains from the west 

or will form on the leeward side due to conservation of potential 

vorticity in the westerly air stream. This low pressure system 

will help remove the cold air from the eastern slope of the Rocky 

Mountains and bring warmer air to the stations which have been 

under the influence of the arctic air mass. 

The fourth factor outlined by Glenn (1961) involves the noctur

nal warming associated with many chinooks. A nocturnal chinook 

will prevent radiation cooling at the surface, due to mixing and 

advection at lower levels, thus causing an apparent warming. 

Figure 4 show s schematically how the advection of warmer air 

and low level turbulence could prevent normal nocturnal cooling. 
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WAVES PROPAGATING AT 
INTERFiACE OF COLD AIR 

Figure 3. Cross section through ridge with cold arctic or polar air 
banked against the side of the ridge. VI aves are shown forming. 
at top of cold air and periodically submerging stations located 
near the interface of cold and warm air. This action has been 
known to cause drastic tem.perature changes at leeside stations. 

~~ 
~ --------------

~~ ---......---,--
Q\~~-~--------------

FLOW 
NOCTURNAL 

Figure 4. Cross section through ridge showing advection of warm air 
and turbulence to the leeward side. When this process acts during 
nighttime, it prevents normal radiation co-oling of the surface layer 
and leeward stations stay relatively warm. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Most investigators of the chinook have been content to deal with 

its thermodynamic structure and its effect, giving only passing men

tion to possible driving mechanisms. Recent theoretical studies 

have suggested that large amplitude lee waves could be responsible 

for the generation of chinook winds (Queney, 1947; Scorer and 

Klieforth, 1959). 

Following the theoretical development of Scorer and Klieforth, 

it is possible to show a connection between the theory of large ampli-

tude lee waves and chinook winds. 

The following symbols will be used in this development: 

C :: velocity of sound 

g = gravity ( 0, 0, g) 

k :: wave number 

1. Z :: Scorer's parameter 
,gj3 1 aZ u 

= U Z - a zz u Last 

term is' usually neglected when shear is small. 

U, V :: horizontal velocity components in undisturbed 

stream, U is normal and V is parallel to ridge. 

x, y, z :: Cartesian coordinates, x is along streamline, 

E 

y is normal to streamline, and z is vertical. 

- Static stability :: e1 .£.i!.. az 
:: ~zl; is a non-dimensional parameter representing 

particle displacement with S :: z - Z • Scorer 
o 

used this parameter because it incorporated the 

elasticity of the atmosphere through c, the speed 

of sound. 
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t; = vertical displacement of a particle from its 

original level = (z - z 0) = Z + I 11 ' 
U being a function of l.\J only. 

a = potential temperature 

l.\J is defined by ~ = -u 
8Z 

o 
prime denotes _0_ where z is level from which 

oZ 0 

the particle a~ a point originated. 

Scorer (1955) proved that, provided the displacement of a parti

cle from its original level was such that 

E « 1 , 

the displacement s in two-dimensional motion in the x-z plane 

satisfies 

(1) 

[ 
J3 0 g U I] [ 2 U I u] a r g J3 0 

\72 S + - + - - - (\7 s)2 + - - ~ _...l:1. ~ + V l• r ::: O. 
2 CZ V U 0 c2 a z ':> 

If E « I, it follows that s :: Z - z must also be very small; that 
o 

is, only waves with very small vertical displacement are considered. 

Since [3 and U , the static stability and wind speed in the 
o 

stream when undisturbed, are constant along a streamline, they are 

functions of x and z which depend upon s . If {3o ancj. U are 

functions of z J and t; is a function of z, the equation is nonlinear 

in all terms except the first. However, if J3 and U are indepen
o 

dent of z, the equation will only be nonlinear in the second term. 

By choosing special cases in which the equation could be linearized, 

Scorer and Klieforth were able to find solutions to equation (2) which 

described some interesting properties of waves. 

In the simplest case considered the lee waves were periodic in 

the horizontal direction with wave length 2
k
Tr. In general, solu

tions of equation (2) cannot be periodic in x unless the equation 

(2) 
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is linear in s . This means that if a term is not negligible, its 

coefficient must be independent of z. To linearize the equation 

Scorer and Klieforth selected a model airstream composed of 

layers in each of which 

g f3
0 12 constant 

U 2 = = 
UI 

S constant = = U 

and either ( i) 
VI » -K. f3 V c2 , 

or (i i) the II term is negligible. oZ 
The latter conditions imply that if (i) holds, the coefficient of II az 
can be regarded as independent of z because its major component 

~I is constant and independent of z. If (i) does not hold, then in 

order to make equation (2) linear, the II term must be negligible az 
in comparison with the other terms. This is true if U I = 0 and f3 

-7 0 -1 
and g/ cz. are negligible. Scorer (1955) showed that f3 :::: 2 x 10 em 

-6 -1 
and g/ cZ ::- "10 em and are, therefore, negligible in comparisor.. to 

the other term. 

If the proper conditions are selected, the nonlinear term ('\l \, )2 

can be made negligible. This can be accomplished either by assuming 

the ~; term to be so small that it dominates the ('\l S)2 term, or by 

assuming the coefficient of ('\l S)2 to be negligible. 

To achieve this Scorer and I\lieforth selected a case where .£.1..... az 
is comparable with unity only in the regions where U I = O. The 

terms in f3 and g/ CZ were again neglected. Under these conditions, 
o 

the equation becomes 

~ .2.1.. 2 + 2 S + <12 - k2 ) r = o. az 8z ';> 
( 3) 
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For U' = 0 the second term will vanish and equation (3) reduces to 

a2 r 
~ + (1. 2 - k2 ) = 0 . azZ (4) 

If the mountain shape is given by s = 1;1 (x) at z = 0, the airstream 

will have a value of 1. independent of height and Scorer and Klieforth r s 

solution is 

S = sl (x) cos 1. z + lee waves ( 5) 

where the "lee waves" term represents second order terms. In a 

uniform airstream without lee waves, the general solution would be 

S = Sl (x) cOS1. z + f(x) sini. z ( 6) 

where f (x) is either 0 or f (x) = Sl (x) where 1;1 is a function 

derived from sl by the application of a boundary condition. 

With any of the solutions of equation (6) there are values of z 

which will make S = 0 . A nodal surface is defined as S = 0 and 

if the mountain is pi~her ~han tbis qo~al sqrfa,ce, theoretically, How 

cannot occur. With solutions to equation (5) the maximum vertical 

distance between successive nodal surfaces is IT /1. ; therefore, flow 

will be impossible if the height of the mountain is greater than iT /1. . 

In other words, the stability of the windward inversion can reach a 

critical value which will cause a ridge to block this flow. 

Long (1955) conducted experiments in a closed channel with layers 

of fluids having different densities. He obtained the density gradients 

by first putting a layer of fresh water in the channel, then a layer 

of salt water was inserted at the bottom. Initially a very sharp 

discontinuity of density existed in the interior. This was destroyed 

by repeated motions of an abstacle along th~ bottom. An inter

mediate situation involving a general gradient interrupted by one 
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or more inversions, near discontinuities, was produced. This 

corresponded to a common situation in the real atmosphere where 

temperature inversions occur. When Long confronted the stream 

in his model experiment with an "impossible" or "nearly impossible" 

obstacle (mountain), he noted some interesting consequer.ces. The 

stream over the "mountain" could be modified by the passage of a 

wave (front) upstream from the obstacle. This wave passage affected 

the density gradient in such away as to increase the value of P. An 

analogous situation occurs in the real atmosphere when a syn.optic 

scale pressure wave passes over a low level inversion layer to the 

windward side of the mountain; the magnitude of 11'/1. (inversely 

proportional to the stability) could be reduced to a value at which 

the mountain heights downstream would become effective in pro

ducing large amplitude lee waves. Another feature in Long's experi

meri.t occurred when the lower layers were blocked by the obstacle 

and the upper layers descended to the surface on the leeward side. 

This situation may also occur in the real atmosphere if a low level 

inversion to the windward side of the mountains is blocked and the 

upper layers then descend to the ground on the leeslde. 

Scorer and Klieforth speculate that in the real atmosphere this 

same sequence of events could lead to a chinook or foehn wind. They 

state: "The obvious suggestion is that foehn (chinook) winds will 

occur if an airstream reaches a mountain, say on the arrival of a 

cold front, whose height exceeds 11'/1. ." 

This hypothesis is directly applicable to the subsidence (first 

type mentioned earlier) chinook. Convective activity a.s$ociated 

with the second type of foehn would destroy the windward surface 

inversion, and therefore, 1 - 0 . This would cause 11'/1. to be 

much greater than any mountain height. The wave formation at the 

cold air interface leading to quasi-periodic submersion of a station 

requires the action of vertical wind shears across the leeside inversion 
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and has nothing to do with Scorer and Klieforth I s hypothesis. The 

inhibiting of nocturnal cooling by low level mixing, characteristic 

of the fourth type of chinook, might be explained by this model because 

strong chinook winds are required to feed the turbulent motion through

out the night. 

Scorer's hypothesis was checked by Lockwood (19bZ) :n a study 

of foehn winds over the British Isles. The model used in Lockwood's 

study was similar to that shown in Figure 5. His observatio:1s con

firmed that the winds had two main driving forces conforming to those 

suggested by Scorer and Klieforth. These were: leeward subsidence 

caused by blocking action of the mountains on lower 12.yers of the air

stream. and magnification of the downslope motion by large amplitude 

lee waves forming in the low level inversion layer. By calculating 

Scorer's parameter for· radiosonde ascents near t.he area of foeh!l 

winds and. when possible, upwind of the mountabs, Lock\>;·ood found 

in each of six cases studied that values of 'IT /1. were approximately 

equal to. or slightly greater than, the height of ge:J.er2.ting nJocwtains. 

The wind speed throughout approximately the first ~j, 000 meters was 

at least 7. 5 mps. Maximum temperatures on t:1e leeward side of the 

mountain were usu.ally about equal to the potential ternpcra.ture near 

the top of the stable surface layer on the windward side. It is bter

esting to note that in a study of Montana chinooks McCla:n 0. 952) 

observed that quite stable air was present in the IO'v'ier t.rcposphere 

west of the Rockies, particularly in the lowest 1500 meters Or' so, 

and that winds in the same layer had compcnents norm8.l to the moun

tain ranges of less than 15 mps. In order to obtain vC'4hles of 'IT /1. 
which will be approximately equal to the height of an cb~;tru;:;ting moun-

tain. a very stable layer with fairly light "vinds has to be present. 

McClain's observations during the Montana chinook appear to meet 

the above criteria. This assumption has not been ~he(;ked for McClain's 

study. It does seem. however. that Scorer and Klieforth! s 0. 959) con

ditions are met. 
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FLOW ~TTERN OVER 

INVERSION LAYER~ ~--,.G. 

Figure 5. Cross section through ridge showing blocking action on 
lower inversion layer to the windward side and the subsidence 
of the air to the leeward side. 
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CHAPTER III 

SELECTION OF CASE STUDIES 

Two cases were selected for the purpose of testing Scorer and 

Klieforth's hypothesis that large amplitude lee waves could be respon

sible for driving chinook winds. The periods both contained well 

documented chinook occurrences to the lee of the Rocky Mountains. 

Mid -April 1963 was selected for the first period on the basis of 

wall cloud formations appearing on a TIROS photograr."h (see Figure 

6) of northern Colorado. Later analysis (Reiter, 1965 a) confirmed 

that chinook winds occurred periodically from 14 April t.o 19 April 

1963. 

Very intense chinooks in December 1964 led. to the choice of 

the period 12 through 17 December 1964 as the second. case. The 

intensity of the chinook winds and the associated dust storms during 

this period completely disrupted highway travel in northern Colorado. 

Synoptic Pattern for April Case 

The surface pattern over the western United States was domi

nated by a disturbance which moved in from the Pacific Ocea~ on 

13 April 1963. The storm system crossed the plateau region on 

14 April and by 15 April the associated cold front was over the Rocky 

Mountains (see Figures 7 a and 7 b). Between 0600 GMT, 15 April 

and 0600 GMT, 16 April (see Figures 7 band 7 c). the front moved 

rapidly away from the Rocky Mountains and into a position over 

the Midwest. After this ra~id movement, the system consolidated 

into an intense low on the North Dakota - Manitoba border with a central 

pressure of 978mb. This low center then moved in a northeastward 

direction toward Hudson Bay leaving a nearly stationary froi".t 
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Figure 8 • . Cloud' photograph, TIROSV orbit 4349 (tape) frame 14, 
18 April, 1963, 1955 GMT, showing cloud formations oyer 
Rocky Mountains. (DEN = Denver, Colorado; LBF" North 
Platte, Nebraska; DDC = Dodge City, Kansas; AMA = Amarillo, 
Texas; AB~ = Albuquerque .... New Mexico; lVIAF ::;,-Midland"".-,-.' 
Texas) Line of clouds north of Denver along 105 0 W longitude 
is chinook wall cloud forming on Continental Divide. 
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Figure 7. Surface maps for times shown. Solid lines represent 
isobars (mb), areas with precipitation are shaded. Frontal 
positions are valid at map time except on chart ·'b" where the 
frontal positions for six-hour intervals following the map time 
are also shown. (Reproduced from U. S. Weather Bureau 
daily weather map series) 
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over the central United States. Pressure falls along the leeside 

of the Rocky Mountains occurred along with a frontal wave develop

ment on 18 April (see Figure 7 e), and by 19 April (see Figure 7 f) 

this frontal wave had deepened and moved northeastward to the 

Dakotas. 

The 500 mb pattern during the April case is shown in Figure 8. 

On 14 and 15 April (see Figures 8 a and 8 b) the pattern was domi

nated by a strong ridge over the eastern part of the Rockies. On 

16 April (see Figure 8 c) a strongly baroclinic trough, associated 

with the surface storm, crossed the Rocky Mountains and a small 

low developed over eastern Wyoming. This depression was probably 

associated with the surface fronta.l wave mentioned above. By 17 

April (see Figure 8 d) the low pressure system had elongated and 

extended from northern California to Hudson Bay. South of this 

low the 500 mb flow pattern was dominated by a strong jet stream 

from southern California to the Great Lakes region. For the remain-

der of the period (see Figures 8 e and 8 f), this very strong southwesterly 

current remained over the Rocky Mountains between Wyoming and New 

Mexic;o. 

The effect of the synoptic scale pattern on a leeside station is 

shown in Figure g- by the time section for Denver, Colorado, from 

14 April 1963 to 19 Apr'il 1963. Periods of possible chinook condi

tions are shown in this diagram by horizontal arrows between the 

dry bulb temperaTure andEhe dewpornttempe~~tu;~lin~';'--It--i~---------

realized that there is some ambiguity in chinook definitions. Euro

pean meteorologists have considered this problem and defined three 

intensities of foehns (Reiter, 1958). They a:::-e: "0 ", indicating a con

dition called llfoehnig" which is characterized by no appreciable 

downslope winds measured at the surface, visibility exceeding 50 

miles, and unseasonably warm temperatures with large dew point 

spread. Stage III I; describing a Iflight foehn" appears as light, inter

mittent downslope wind measured at surface with additional criteria 
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a b 

c d 

e f 

Figure 8. SOO-rob height contours (solid lines~ ft) for times shown. 
Dashed lines are isotherms (OC). Arrows show wind direction 
and speed. Shaded portions denote wind speeds greater than 
50 knots.. (Reproduced from U. S. Vv'eather Bureau daily weather 
map series) 
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as above. Stage "2 If representing a "strong foehn" calls for strong, 

gusty winds blowing for several hours with other phenomena as shown 

above. In statistical studies on foehn frequency, only foehn stages "1" 

and lIZ" are counted. Unfortunately, no such classification exists for 

the Rocky Mountain region. 

The first chinook shown in Figure 9, probably of intensity "0", 

occurred at about 1800 GMT, 14 April. It was considered as such, 

despite the light and variable wind, because of the greater-than

normal temperature rise and the sharp drop in dew point tempera

ture. A much more pronounced chinook occurred between 1500 

GMT, 15 April and 1400 GMT, 16 April. On these days the wind 

shifted to a westerly direction, and its speed increased sharply 

as the dew point temperature dropped. It was during this period 

that the surface front, as analyzed by the U. S. Weather Bureau, 

passed Denver, Colorado (see Figure 7 b). The chinook con-

ditions, which caused a marked trough to the lee of the mountains, 

and the flat temperature field made it very difficult to locate the 

frontal position accurately. Therefore, it was necessary to rely 

on the thermal structure aloft to interpolate the frontal motion. 

Examination of the surface charts (see Figure 7 b) show s the front 

passing Denver at approximately 2100 GMT, 15 April. However, 

from the time section shown in Figure 9 this passage is not immedi

a.tely apparent. The chinook conditions effectively masked the passage 

of the weak Pacific front. Lower temperatures on the following days 

do, however, indicate that there was an air mass change associated 

with the frontal passage. 

Following the strong chinook of 15 April, there was a slight 

depression of the dew point temperature with no marked increase of 

dry bulb temperature and light variable winds. This period was 

included in the study as a possible case of chinook with intensity "0 If. 
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The next well-pronounced foehn did not occur until 0800 GMT, 

18 April (see Figure 9). The records of surface wind speed, wind 

direction, and dew point temperature fulfill the criteria of a chinook 

listed above. The weaker rise in surface temperature is probably 

due to the cold frontal passage and associated air mass change 

mentioned earlier. 

The last chinook of the period under consideration occurred 

at 2000 GMT, 19 April, and was almost as weak as the chinook of 

"0 II intensity on 16 April. However, it does have slightly stronger 

west winds, together with a sharp drop in dew point temperature. 

An interesting feature of the chinooks shown on the Denver 

time section is their quasi -periodic occurrence. They were 

eJq.lerienced daily with the exception of the 17th. This seems to 

imply diurnal control of their onset and cessation. More will be 

said about this possible diurnal control and about the lack of a 

chinook on 17 April later in this paper. 

It was mentioned earlier that the occurrence of the strongest 

chinook coincided with the cold front passage. This fact lends 

support to Scorer and Klieforth's suggestion that if the proper values 

of IT / £ are found to the windward side of the mountains, a chinook 

wind should occur with the approach of a cold front. The relation 

between the height of the mountain and the IT / £ criteria will also 

be established later. 

Synoptic Pattern for December Case 

The dominant and most important feature on the surface maps 

between 11 December 1964 and 17 December 1964 was an intense high 

pressure cell which formed over the Great Basin. The sequence of 

events during this period are shown in Figure 10. 

At the beginning of the period, there was a low center over the 

Montana-Canada border with an occlusion and cold front extending 
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Figure 9. Time section of hourly surface observations at Denver~ 
Colorado# from 14 April 1963 to 19 April 1963. Upper solid line 
is surface wind speed (knots) .. lower solid line is dry bulb temp-· 
erature (OF). Dashed line is dew point temperature (OF) and 
dots indicate wind direction. All dots between the two horizontal 
lines are for winds having a predominately westerly component. 
Periods when suspected chinooks occurred are shown by the 
brackets between the dry bulb temperature curve and the dew 
point temperature curve. 
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Figure 10. Surface maps for times shown. Solid lines represent 
isobars (mb). areas with precipitation are shaded. Frontal 
positions are valid at map time. (Reproduced from U. S. 
Weather Bureau daily weather map series) 
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to northern California (see Figure 10 a). By 12 December (see 

Figure 10 b) this depression had moved eastward a..'1d the associated 

frontal system progressed to a position along the southern borde r of 

Utah and Colorado, and then northward to the Great Lakes region. 

As the cold front continued its southward progress, a high devel-

oped over the Great Basin. By 0600 GMT, 13 December this 

anticyclone carried a closed 1040 mb isobar. Figure 10 c show s 

this high cell over Salt Lake City and smaller storm systems moving 

to the north of the high pressure area. The juxtaposition of these low s 

a~ld the Great Basin high caused the strong pressure gradient which 

extends from Alberta, Canada, to central Colorado. This pressure 

gradient is reflected in the very intense surface winds which were 

blowing along the leeside of the Rockies. A fictitious pressure 

gradient will sometimes result when surface pressure at moun-

tain stations is reduced to sea level. The high wind speeds mentioned 

above show that most of this gradient was real. 

By 0 600 GMT, 14 December (see Figure 10 d) th.e Great Basin 

high center had moved southwestward to a position over Grc.nd 

Ju.nction, Colorado, and the arctic cold front had moved into 

Montana. The intense pressure gradient and strong leeside winds 

over the Rocky Mountains were still in evidence. This general 

p::t.ttern mabtained itself until 16 December when the high pressure 

cl::;l1 had weakened and allowed the arctic cold! ront to progress 

slowly southward, ending the chinook conditions in Montana, Wyoming, 

and Colorado. 

In the early part of the period the 500 rob flew pattern was 

mar-ked by an unusually sharp trough over the central United States 

(see Figure 11 a). As this trough moved eastward, it weakened and by 

0000 GMT, 12 December a strong wind band had fo:cmed to the north 

of the trough position. A smaller depression which was situated over 

the west coast of Canada during the earlier part of the period deepened 
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Figure 11. 500-mb height contours (solid lines, it) for times shown. 
Dashed lines are isotherms (OC). Arrows show wind direction 
and speed. Shaded portions denote wind speeds g:ceater them 
50 knots. (Reproduced from U. S .. V/eat.ber Bureau daily weather 
map series) 
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to form a closed low and moved eastward bringing very strong winds 

over the United States at the 500 mb level (see Figure 11 cL On the 

14th this new low center progressed eastward over southern Canada 

where it became stationary near 700W longitude. Meanwhile another 

disturbance had moved down the west coast of Canada into a position 

O,ler British Columbia. The relative location of these two low centers 

show~ in Figures 11 e and 11 f created strong, nearly zonal .. flow 

over the United States. This pattern persisted for the remainder 

of the period. Therefore, the surface pressure disturbances which 

were movir..g to the north of the Great Basin high did not progress 

southward. 

Again, to exhibit. the effect of the synoptic scale patterns on 

a leeside station a time section of the surface parameters at Denver, 

Colorado, for 12 December 1964 to 17 December 1964 is shown in 

Figure 12. It is immediately apparent that this chinook was much 

i:',l~'o!J.ger than those which occurred during the April case. The maxi-

mum wind speeds are much greater and more persistent. The most 

important difference, however, is that the December cb.inook was a 

continuous phenomenon not interrupted by diurnal effects. From its 

inception on 12 December to its end on 16 December only slight pauses 

can be noted, the largest of which occurred on 15 Deceml::.er. TIl ere 

are bdications that this pause was a local phenomenon c()~lfined only 

to the immediate area of Denver. Referring to Figure 10 e, which 

shows the surface map for 0600 GMT, 15 December, it can be seen 

that the wind at Denver has shifted to the south while the station,3 on 

eittler side of Denver are maintaining their strong westerly winds. 

A possible explanation for this local effect may be found in the iso

baric pattern over the region at that time. The greate~' spacing of 

isobars between Denver, Colorado, and Cheyenne, Wyoming, iGdicated 

that a meso-scale low ma.y have formed to the west of Denver ca.using 

the wind to have a southerly component. This hypothesis has not been 

i!1vestigated and is offered only as a possible explanation for the break 

in the otherwise continuous chinook conditions at Derwer. 
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Figure 12. Time section of hourly surface observation at Denver, 
Colorado, from 12' December 1964 to 17 December 1964. Upper 
solid line is surface wind speed (knots) J lower solid line is 
dry bulb temperature (elF). Dashed line is dew point tempera
ture (OF) and dots indicate wind direction. All dots between 
the two horizontal dashed lines are for winds having a westerly 
component. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS FOR CHINOOK CASES 

The area covered by these cases is much larger and topographi

cally more complex than the one studied by Lockwood (1962). For 

this reason a different approach was used in determining the value 

of Tr /1.. and its relation to the mountain height. Radiosonde sta

tions located in and near the mountain complex to be investigated 

were selected and values of Tr /1.. were calculated for the surface 

inversion when it occurred. In the first case, it should be noted 

that only surface inversions produced by nocturnal cooling were 

stable enough to be of significance, supporting the speculation 

that there was a diurnal control on these chinooks. The calcula-

ted value of Tr / p. for each station in the area was then added to the 

station elevation. In this manner 'IT / p. could be related to terrain 

in the area under consideration. It was then possible to analyze a 

field of (Tr / p.) + Z t . where Z t is the elevation of the station, 
sa sa 

and to superimpose this analysis on a topographic map of the region. 

Noting points where the isolines of ('IT / p.) + Z t intersected a moun-s a 
tain contour of equal height and then connecting these points, areas hav-

ing a h eight ~ (TI' / p.) + Z sta were defined. The streamline patterns 

for the 700 mb pressure surface were then analyzed to determine if 

the mountains were properly oriented to block low level flow and 

cause the necessary subsidence on the leeward side. 

Findings for April case 

Figure 13 shows the field of (Tr /1..) + Z t for 1200 GMT, 15 
s a 

April superimposed on a map of terrain contours. The cross 

hatched portion is the region where the mountains are higher than 
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Figure 13. Field of(lI'/~)+ Zsta (solid lines l km) for time shown 

superimposed on map of terrain contours. Area where moun
tains are higher than (1T If.) + Z t field is cross hatched. Heavy 

s a 
lines are 700 mb streamline pattern. Dotted portion shows area 
affected by chinook at 15 April 1800 GMT. 700 mb wind speed 
(mps) and direction (arrow) shown at station. Number shown by 
stations is the value of ('IT I ~) + Z t (km). 
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the analyzed values of (rr /p.) + Z t . The surface map for 1800 GMT. 
s a 

15 April is shown in Figure 14. Foehn areas were defined by regions 

having large temperature-dew point temperature (T - T
d

) spreads. 

From this it is apparent that the area northeast of the cross hatched 

region and along the 700 mb streamlines is being influenced by a chinook. 

The area enclosed by the 60° F temperature dew point spread line 

from the 1800 GMT. 15 April surface map is denoted in Figure 13 by 

the dotted area. The juxtaposition of the terrain height> (rrll) + Z t 
- sa 

and the temperature dew point spread> 60° F is indeed striking and 

certainly lends credence to Scorer and Klieforth' s suggestion. 

A six-hour lag between the (rr 11) + Z sta analysis and the chinook 

area analysis was applied to compensate for the time it took an air 

parcel to descend from the controlling mountain region to the leeward 

station. This value was computed by taking an average wind speed of 

20 knots at 700 mb and using 120 nautical miles as a representative 

distance between the controlling mountains and the leeward stations. 

The reason for the lack of chinook conditions in Colorado and 

Wyoming on 17 April (see Figures 9 and 15) is apparent from the 700 

mb streamline analysis in Figure 16. Although the (,r In + Z t field 
s a 

(see Figure 16) shows a large portion of the region capable of producing 

downslope motion. the 700~I'l1b streamlines are nearly parallel to the 

main ridge of the Rockies; thus producing only a very small component 

of the wind normal to the mountain ranges. Unless this component is 

fairly strong. no chinook will occur regardless o!~_~_9~ige.~~_!~~ _____ _ 

mOuntaInsi~--Fromthis -it follow s that 1T 1.£ criteria is a necessary. but 

not a sufficient, condition for predicting leeward subsidence. 

The analysis for the ne>..'i: important chinook appears in Figure 17. 

Critical mountain regions and the area affected by a chinook are not 

as well correlated in this case. The critical mountain heights extend 

from northern New Mexico to southern Montana while the chinook only 

covers an area from the Oklahoma panhandle to northern Colorado. 
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Figure 14. Surface analysis fC)r tLne shown. Dashed lines show field 
of d9.: bulb temperature i.11inus dew point temperature (oF), areas 
> 60 F are shaded. Isotachs (knots) are shown by light solid lines. 
Dotted portion show s chinook area. 
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Figure 15. Surface analysis for time shown. Dashed lines show field 
of dry bulb temperature minus dew point temperature (oF). 1so
tachs (knots) are shown by light solid line s. 
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Figure 16. Field of ("IT / f) + Z t (solid lines, km) for time shown 
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superimposed on map of terrain contours. Area where moun
tains are higher than (iT /.~) + Z t field is cross hatched. Heavy 

s a 
lines are 700 mb streamline pattern. 700 mb wind speed (mps) 
and direction (arrow) shown at station. Number by station is the 
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Figure 17. Field of (-rr In + Z t {solid lines, km} for time shown 
s a 

superimposed on map of terrain contours. Area where moun
tains are higher than hr /1!) + Z t field is cross hatched. Heavy 

sa 
lines are 700 mb streamline pattern. Dotted portion shows area 
affected by chinook 18 AprillB GMT. 700 mb wind speed (mps) 
and direction (arrow) shown at station. Number by station is the 
value of ('IT /1:) + Z t (km). 
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Surface reports and TIROS photographs indicate that the 

northern portion of this chinook was at least partially caused by 

precipitation to the windward side of the mountains. Figure 6 shows 

frame 14 from TIROS V orbit 4349 (tape) taken 1955 GMT, 18 April 

1963. The cloud pattern defines a sharp line running along 105°W 

longitude from 35 0 N latitude to the top of the picture. The edge of 

this cloud bank is parallel to the crest of the Rocky Mountains sug

gesting the "wall cloud" formation usually associated with the release 

of latent heat on the windward side of the mountains. The TIROS 

picture and the streamlines in Figure 17 indicate a low pressure 

center over Wyoming. This depression produced clouds and pre

cipitation (see Figure 18) from northern Colorado to southern 

Montana. The moisture associated with this convergence area caused 

dew point spreads, the primary indicator used to define chinook areas, 

to be much smaller than the dryer areas to the south (see Figure 19). 

This low pressure area and its associated moisture to the lee of 

the mountain helps to explain why the chinook area in Figure 17 does 

not extend through northern Colorado into Wyoming. 

Findings for December case 

The December 1964 case did not show the diurnal variation 

which typified the period in April 1963. The surface inversion 

layer on the windward side of the mountains was not eliminated by 

diurnal heating-, and the analyzed field of (7T / i) + Z " t"· Indicatecf 
s a 

mountain areas high enough to produce the necessary downslope 

motion on both 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT map times. Figures 20 

and 21 show the (rr / i) + Z t analysis for 1200 GMT, 14 December 
s a 

1964 and 0000 GMT, 15 December 1964. These figures are typical 

of all map times during the second period. As in the April case, 
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cates Continental Divide. 
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Figure 19. Temperature-dew point temperature (T - T
d

) spread 
(o:r> for time shown. Chinook winds are causing dry region 
(dotted portion). Moist area to northwest of Colorado is under 
the influence of a low pressure system and corresponds to the 
precipitation region shown in Figure 18. 
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SOLID UNES INCLOSE 
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GMT 1964 

Figure 20. Field of (1T/~) + Z t (solid lines, km) for time shown 
s a 

superimposed on map of terrain contours. Area where moun
tains are higher than (7T /1) + Z t field is cross hatched. Heavy s a 
lines are 700 mb streamline patterns. Dotted portion shows area 
affected by chinook at 14 December 1800 GMT. 700 mb wind 
speed (mps) and direction (arrow) shown at station. Number 
shown by stations is the value of (1T / t) + Z t (kIn). 
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Figure 21. Field of (". /") + Z t (solid lines, kIn) for time shown 
sa· 

superimposed on map of terrain contours. Area where moun
tains are higher than (rr / i.) + Z t field is cross hatched. Heavy 

sa· 
lines are 700 mb streamline pattern. Dotted portion shows area 
aifected by chinook at 15 December 0600 GMT. 70-0 mb wind 
speed (mps) and direction (arrow) shown at station. Number 
shown by stations is the value of (". / 1.) + Z t (km). 
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the cross hatched portion depicts mountain areas high enough to 

create chinook conditions. and the dots indicate where the strong

est chinooks actually occurred. 

The intense pressure gradient formed between the Great 

Basin high and the migratory lows moving across Montana pro

duced strong leeside winds in Wyoming and Colorado. Comparison 

of Figures 20 and 21 with Figure 10 show s that chinook conditions 

were not associated with the leeside winds in Wyoming. There are 

two possible reasons for the lack of warming and of large dew pOint 

spread in this region. First, the wind direction, shown by the 700 

mb streamlines in Figure 20 tends to be nearly parallel to the north

west-southeast oriented mountains in Wyoming. Second, the wind.

ward inversion over Idaho and Utah was not stable enough to produce 

critical values of 'IT /1. . 

Diurna.l Control 

If the 700 mb wind direction had been normal to the mountains 

on 17 April, Denver would probably have experienced at least one 

chinook period on each day of the April case (see Figure 9). The low 

level inversion layers on the windward side, already established as 

an i.mportant factor, are controlled to a large extent by the daily 

changes in surface temperature. This seems to support the hypo

thesis that diurnal fluctuations of the windward surface inversion 

exert a similar periodic influence on leeward chinooks. 

To establish a possible correlation between the onset time of 

surfa.ce inversions on the windward side of a mountain and the begin

ning of a chinook on the leeward side, it was necessary to determine 

the path of an air parcel over the mountains. Petterssen's (1956) tra

jectory computations were applied to air parcels originating to the 

windward side of the mountains on the 700 mb surface (see Figure 22). 

Trajectories from Winslow. Arizona, were reasonably close (see 

Figure 25) to Denver for each map time during the case. Therefore, 
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Figure 22. 700-mb streamlines (solid lines) and isotachs (dashed 
linesl 1:1pS) for times shown. Areas with wind speed greater 
than 25 mps are shaded. 
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Figure 22. Continued. 
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the Winslow soundings and surface temperatures appeared to be the 

most logical choice for determining onset times of the windward 

inversion. 

Plots of temperature versus height for the standard radiosonde 

ascents at Winslow are shown on the left side of Figure 23. According 

to these soundings. the nocturnal inversion was removed daily by 

surface heating. The 12 -hour interval between soundings makes it 

impossible to determine exactly when they started. A reasonable 

estimate for the time of these occurrences was established by defining 

a critical lapse rate and then determining when the surface tempera

ture reached the required value. 

The critical lapse rate was estimated by using Scorer's simpli-
1 aZ u 

fied equation (neglecting the shear term. - - ---) 

Solving this equation for ~ 

for the lapse rate 

u 'azz 

g~ 
= U Z 

lQJ! and replacing {3 by a 
{7 a z 

(7) 

we obtain 

( 8) 

Using Scorer and Klieforth I s value for chinook occurrence of 'IT 11. = 
mountain height (mtn. ht.). and solving for i. • we can substitute 

into equation (8) and arrive at 

ae 
az 

= 8 (mtn~ ht.J' (U)' 

g 
(9) 

By substituting a typical value of U for the inversion layer. and a 

mountain height determined from a topographic map: into equation 

(9), the critical lapse rate was found to be very nearly isothermal. 

U sing this lapse rate and the Winslow soundings. the time range 

within which the onset of a critical lapse rate could have occurred 
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Figure 23. Chart used to determine inversion onset times. 
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was determined as follows: Figure 24 shows two soundings, 12 

hours apart, which were taken during the period under study. The 

sounding on the right was taken during daytime, the one on the 

left during the following night. Clearly the lower levels experi

enced an isothermal lapse rate between the two soundings. 

Looking first at the daytime sounding and assuming that the air 

mass above the surface layer (portion of curve above the first 

significant level) did not change, the earliest possible time at 

which an isothermal lapse rate could have occurred was when the 

surface temperature reached 76° F (shown by the right hand dashed 

line in Figure 24). Next, referring to the nighttime curve and 

assuming that air above the surface layer had cooled until it 

reached the slope shown in the diagram, the latest time at which 

an isothermal lapse rate could have appeared was when the surface 

temperature reached 64°F (shown by the left hand dashed line.in 

Figure 24). 

A similar procedure was used to determine the range of 

surface temperatures for each set of soundings shown on the left 

in Figure 2}. These values were noted on the curve of hourly 

surface temperature, shown as a function of time in the center 

of Figure 23. A range of inversion onset times could then be 

found. These are shown by the distance between the straight lines 

running from the center curve. This method reduces the possible 

times when the critical inversion could have started to a few hours, 

depending on the slope of the surface temperature curve. 

The chinooks at Denver (see Figure 9), were plotted along 

the same time scale used for the surface temperature at Winslow 

in Figure 23. The lag between the inversion onset times and the 

beginning of the chinooks was graphically determined from 

Figure 23 to the right of the surface temperature trace. These 

times are a function of wind speed, and distance traveled by the 
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SOUNDINGS FROM 
WINSLOW, ARIZONA 

NIGHT TIME SOUNDING 
04 APRIL 1200 GMT) 

DAYTIME SOUNDING 
(14 APRIL 0000 GMT) 

w a:: 
:l 
CJ) f3 800 

CRITICAL LAPSE RATE 
OCCURS BETWEEN 

THESE VALUES 

~ 

900~ __ ~~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ 
~ 40 00 60 ro 80 ~ 

TEMPERATURE (OF) 

Figure 24. Winslow, Arizona, soundings showing method of 
determining the range of surface temperatures between which 
an isothermal lapse rate could occur. For this example, the 
critical lapse rate occurred between the times when the sur-

o 0 
face temperature went from 76 F to 64 F. 
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parcel. A calculated lag time was arrived at by estimating the 

wind speed from the :sotach pattern b Figure 22 and by measuring 

the distance between tt>.e center of the mountain region greater 

than TT / /. and Denver. 'Table I shm-vs a comparison of the observed 

lag times taken from Figure 23 and the calcuh:ed lag times. 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND 
CALCr..:~LATED LAG TIMES 

Distance Calculated 
Chinook No. 'i< Observed lag 

time (hrs»:< 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

14. 5 to 16. 5 

10. S to 14.0 

14. :.:. to !. 9. ;) 
" 

L 0 to 6 .. 0 

700 mb \vind 
speed (mps»:":< 

5 

b 

20 

No Chinook 

20 

>::Values taken ±'rom Figure 23 
:\o:<Values taken froIn Figure 22 

traveled 
(deg lat) 

2. 5 

2. 1 

2. 1 

2. 5 

lag time 
(hI's) 

15 

11 

3 

4 

The obse!'ved vahws for chinook HLlmbers 1, 2, and 5 are 'ivell within 

the limit of the c:a!cu.lated. lag times for these periods. The large 

difference between CbEJPl.'\;4?d and calculated values in row 3 of Table I 

suggests this particular chinook occurrence VoJ as not associated with 

the inversion formation eX':' the vvindward sic:e to 'which it has been 

linked in Figure 23. Rather, it appears that the onset of any chinook 

associated with this inversion formation occurred while the chinook 

from the previous dCiY V"ciS still acti'/e (see dasbed lines leading from 

chinook number 2, Figl.lre 23). The longer duratioG of this chinook 

is probably due to the frontal passage d:lring this time. Therefore, 

if the real onset of cbinook number 3 Wa[3 masked by the activity 
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extending from the previous day, the "observed" values in row 3 

must be disregarded. 

The 700 mb wind speeds and the inversion onset times used 

in the above development leave much to be desired; however, they 

are the best available using present observation networks. Keep

ing this in mind, it appears that there is justification for the 

hypothesis that moderate or weak chinook winds are controlled 

by diurnal influences on the windward side of the mountains. 
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CHAPTER V 

UPPER LEVEL FLOW DURING CHINOOK 

In the previous sections we have investigated the effect of low 

level atmospheric structure and meso-scale flow on the generation of 

chinook winds in the Rocky Mountain region. In the following, the 

correlation of chinook cas(;s with large scale characteristics of flow 

patterns, such as vorticity and divergences and wit.h cloud distribution$ 

as shown by TIROS, wiE be described. The analyzed maps showing these 

flow characteristics are compared with TIROS photographs taken during 

the period of interest to see what inferences on orographic effects could 

be drawn from cloud patterns on meteorological satellite pictures. Two 

levels, 250 and 700 rnb, were selected for detailed analysis. The 250 mb 

surface was used because it gives the best horizontal description of the 

jet stream, while 700 mb was close enough to the ground to show parame

ters influencing cloud di,st:ribution, such as moisture and low level 

disturbances. The first chinook case, 16 April 1963 to 19 April 1963, 

was selected for detailed analysis because of the TIROS coverage 

during this time. 

Analysis of Wind and :tyI.ixing Ratio Fields 

The 700 mb streamlines a!ld isotachs (see Figure 22) describe 

the low level flow pattern during the April case. A wind maximum was 

present on the leeward side of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado and the 

states immediately to the east of this region. This strong wind zone 

undoubtedly played a rG~e in the chinook-producing mechanism during 

the April period. Lar'ge rrmplitude lee waves induced by the mountains 

caused these strong wbds at the 700 mb level to descend and impinge on 

the high plains region of eastern Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska. 

Air parcel trajectories at the 700 mb level were constructed using 

the Petterssen (1956) method. 'These trajectories (see Figure 25) indicate 

that the flow originating from stations as far south as Winslow, Arizona 
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Figure 25. Air parcel trajectories. Calculated 12-hour positions
of parcels are shown by the symbols in the legend of each map. 
The time of origin for each trajectory is the first time given 
in the legend. 
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to as far north as Great Falls, Montana, crossed at right angles to 

the main axis of the Rocky Mountains on all days except 17 April. The 

trajectories calculated for this day followed a path nearly parallel to 

the main mountain ridge, as was pointed out earlier in this report, 

and eventually were entrained in a low pressure system which was 

moving across Montana. These trajectories represent close approxi

mations to the actual paths followed by air parcels. 

Cloud producing moisture contained in the lower levels of the 

atmosphere is depicted in Figure 26 by the fields of mixing ratio (w) 

for 700 mb. Comparison of the air parcel trajectories in Figure 25 with 

the mixing ratio field in Figure 26 gives a good indication of the moisture 

transport during the period under investigation. On 17 April the air 

over Montana and Arizona was fairly moist. The moisture advection 

by the air parcels which originated over Arizona on this day is reflected 

in the reorientation of the mixing ratio field on 0000 GMT, 18 April. 

The elongated moisture maximum extending from Arizona into Montana 

and North Dakota indicates that the air parcels carried the moisture 

northward across the Great Basin where it merged with a second humid 

area already existing over Montana. Later on 18 April the flow shifted 

back to a direction normal to the mountain range and the distribution of 

mixing ratios over the mountain states closely resembles the one of 

17 April. The dryness of the air over Colorado and New Mexico, 

evident on the 19th, is a reflection of the blocking action of the moun

tains on low level moisture transport. 

Strea."lllines and isotachs at the 250 mb level for this period are 

shown in Figure 27. The wind field at the upper level was dominated by a 

major jet core blowing from west-southwest over Colorado and New Mexico. 

Secondary wind maxima were also associated with cyclonic flow over the 

northwestern United States. On 0000 GMT, 16 April the streamline pattern 

shows the winds crossing normal to the mountains and then turning north

ward over the Great Plains. Later, as the long wave trough progressed 
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Figure 26. 700 mb mixing ratio (w), (gJkg) for times shown. 
Dotted areas show mixing ratios> 2 glkg. 
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Figure 26. Continued. 
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Figure 27. 250 mb streamlines (solid arrows) and isotachs (dashed 
lines, meters per second) for the times shown. The shaded 
areas denote wind speeds> 50 mps. The observed wind direc-
tion and speed (mps) are shown at the stati?~~~ ____ ~ _______ , __ , _____________ _ 
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Figure 27. Continued. 
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eastward, the winds were reoriented into a west-south -westerly direction 

with a maximum remaining over southern Colorado. 

Vorticity and Divergence 

U sing the isotach analyses and the streamlines from the 700 mb 

and the 250 mb levels, vorticity and divergence were calculated for the 

chinook region and a large portion of the surrounding area. To do this 

a grid network was designed which consisted of points located on 2. 5 

degree intersections of longitude and latitude, covering an area 20 

degrees longitude wide and 17. 5 degrees latitude high and centered 

approximately on Denver, Colorado. 

The computation scheme using, 

for divergence, 

q = k = oV 
ax 

for relative vorticity, and 

Q = k' (Y'xV) + f = ('3
v 

- ~) + f . ax oy 

(10) 

( ll) 

(12) 

for absolute vorticity was programmed for an IBM 1620 eomputer. 

Y'h is the horizontal Nabla operator, x and yare cartesian coordi

nates positive east and north respectively, V is the total wind vector 

with the components u and v along the x and y a,'{es; f is the 

Coriolis parameter. Appendix A gives a complete description of the 

program and correction factors used to perform the computations. 

Figure 28 shows the absolute vorticity (Q) patterns of the 250 mb 

surface with the maximum wind bands superimposed. In general these 

patterns are controlled by the distribution of shear and of streamline 

curvature. The presence of "jet fingersll complicates the vorticity 

distribution. The Q field produced by the major jet core is shown on 

16 April (see Figure 28) where the highest values occllr to the cyclonic 
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Figure 28. 250 mb absolute vorticity (10 -4 sec -1) for times sEfwn._
1 

Dotted areas show absolute vorticity greater than 2 x 10 sec_4 , -1 
cross hatched areas show absolute vorticity less than. 5 x-lO sec 
The solid arrows are the positions of the jet stream cores. 
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Figure 28. Continued. 
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side of the northward flowing wind band. Secondary "jet fingers" seem 

to have little effect on the predominant pattern created by the stronger 

core. The eastern portion of the area shown in the first chart of Figure 

28 contains a small region with Q < 0 , indicating very strong anti

cyclonic shear associated with the jet stream. On the map of 1200 GMT, 

16 April two wind maxima appear. The main Q maximum is associated 

with the northern branch and the main minimum occurs on the anti-

cyclonic side of the southern branch. 

The flow pattern becomes more complex on 17 April with an 

easterly jet appearing over southern Canada. Predominant regions 

of maximum Q are now shifted northward and appear between the 

westerly jet to the south and the easterly jet to the north. The juxta

position of the cyclonic sides of these two opposing currents strengthens 

the values of Q between them. A major region of low Q now appears 

north of the easterly jet stream where its curvature and shear are anit

cyclonic. On 18 April the presence of an upper level cyclone is indicated 

by the large area of maximum Q appearing between the two wind bands 

curving around the low. The area of low Q was again to the south of 

the main jet axis. On the last day of the period under consideration, the 

main jet axis is producing a fairly simple Q pattern with maximum 

values on the cyclonic side and minimum values to the anticylonic side. 

Determinations of horizontal mass divergence ('V
h 

. V) are very 

sensitive to slight inconsistencies in streamline and isotach analyses, 

making a field representation of divergence much more difficult than of 

vorticity. The machine calculations of 'V
h 

. V gave extreme values of 
-5 -1 

9 x 10 sec which appear to be too large for a synoptic-scale pattern. 

Because of this the analyses in Figure 29 shows areas of divergence and 

convergence based on sign and not magnitude. 

On 0000 GMT, 16 April vorticity advection, represented mathe

matically by 

- V . 'V
h 

Q (I 3) 
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i 200 GMT, 16 APRIL i963 

ELP 

-'" -5 -1 
Figure 29. 250 rob maSs divergence (Vh" V x 10 'sec ) for times 

-5 -1 
shown. Dotted areas show divergence> 2 x 10 set' , cross 

-5 -1 
hatched areas show convergence < -2 x 10 sec • Solid arrows 
represent jet stream cores. 
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Figure 29. Continued. 
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has produced a strong divergence region on the front left quadrant and 

the rear right quadrant of the wind maximum associated with the major 

jet stream. This pattern is shown on the right side of the first chart in 

Figure 29. The region of strong divergence near the confluence of the 

two wind bands on the left side of the map for 0000 GMT, 16 April is 

caused by a marked increase in velocity in this area. On 0000 GMT, 

17 April the major areas with divergence are still associated with the 

strong jet which is crossing the Rockies from southwest to northeast. 

At this time the merging of the easterly jet with a southerly branch 

originating over California produces convergence over Montana. At 

1200 GMT, 18 April another strong divergence region appears over 

eastern Colorado and Nebraska, probably produced by vorticity advec

tion on the. north side of the major jet axis. The 'V
h 

. V fields at 250 mb 

during the remainder of the investigated period are less pronounced. 

The absolute vorticity distributions (Q) at the 700 rob level are 

shown in Figure 30. The 16 April maps reveal a region of strong Q to 

the cyclonic side of the major wind band and a large area of weak Q 

located to the anticyclonic side. The only complicating influence during 

this time is the existence of a double wind maximum flowing along paral

lel paths. The minimum Q area which is shown at 1200 GMT JIb April 

is interrupted by a small area of stronger Q just north of the southern

most wind band. The vorticity pattern becomes still more complex later 

in the period when clearly defined regions of maximum velocity are dif

ficult to identify. 

The low pressure area over Wyoming on 18 April, described in a 

previous chapter, coincides with a region of strong .Q shown in Figure 30. 

lt was suggested earlier that this low may have been partially formed by 

conservation of potential vorticity in the flow over the mountains. The 

shape of the maximum Q field shown on the map for 1200 GMT J 18 April 

follows the general outline of the Continental Divide, lending further sup

port to the suggestion that this strong Q area was caused by the ori.enta

tion of the mountains and the strong wind band which crossed the Rockies. 
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1200 GMT, 16 APRIL 1963 

Figure 30. 700 rob absolute vorticity (Q, 10 -5 ~ec -I, solid ·lines) 
-5 -1 

for times shown. Dotted areas show Q > 1.4 x 10 sec I 

-5 -1 
cross hatched areas show Q < 0.8 x 10 sec • Heavy arrows 
are 700 mb wind maximum cores. 
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Figure 30. Continued. 
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On 1200 GMT. 19 April the same area was dominated by a weak Q 

field resulting from anticyclonic curvature. 

The divergence patterns at the 700 mb level (see Figure 31) were 

less pronounced than those which occurred at 250 mb. This is to be 

expected as 'V
h 

. V at lower levels in this region was influenced by the 

mountainous terrain. Early on 16 April the parallel wind bands were 

merging over the great plains region of eastern Colorado creating an 

area of convergence (see Figure 31). Later on that same day the wind 

bands were further apart and the convergence, appearir!g on the cyclonic 

side of the northern wind band, intensified and moved south. By 17 April 
-"" 

vorticity advection again was controlling the 'V
h 

. V pattern. The area of 

divergence located over the Great Basin and extending into southeastern 

Colorado was associated with t.he rear right quadrant of the northern wind 

band and the front left quadrant of the southern wind maximum. 

The sequence of events which occurred on 18 April cannot be described 

by the wind field alone. At 0000 GMT, 18 April a small ridge was pre

sent just to the lee of the Rocky Mountains. There was a large concentra

tion of convergence centered on the inflection point of the streamlines. 

As the ridge was displaced eastward, the area of cOllvergence was replaced 

by a.n equally strong divergence field. This rapid change of pattern might 

have its cause in the blocking effect of the high mountains. Vorticity 

advection associated with the ridge in its 0000 GMT position should 

produce divergence; however, the general upward slope of the moun-

tains in this area would produce orc)graphic lifting and convergence. The 

effect of topography may thus have been predominant i.n the obServed 

vergence pattern. Mter the ridge progressed eastward over the Great 

Plains, the underlying terrain had a general downward slope which caused 

mass divergence. The combination of vorticity advection and orographi

cally induced divergence then complemented each other and a region of 

strong divergence appeared. The analyzed patterns of 18 April in 

Figure 31 support this hypothesis. 
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Figure 31. 
..... -5 -1 

700 mb-mass d~vergence (\7h-' V x 10 sec I solid 

lines) for times shown. Dotted areas show divergence> 
-5 -1 

2 x 10 sec ,_ cross hatched areas show convergence < 
-5 -1 

-2 x 10 sec • Heavy arrows are 700 mb maximum 
wind cores. 
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Figure 31. Continued. 
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To gain a more complete picture of flow over the mountains, 

and in particular to assess the parameters producing cloudiness as 

observed by TIROS, divergence of moisture flux given by 

~ ~ ouw ovw 
\7, . Vw = w\7, . V + V . \7, w = -- + --

h h h ax ay (l4) 

was calculated. The same grid network used for the previous calcu-

1ation was applied and a program for the IBM 1620 computer prepared. 

Details of the calculations appear in Appendix A of this report. The 

patterns of moisture flux which were obtained from these calculations 

are shown in Figure 32. A comparison with Figure 31 shows that the 

moisture divergence is essentially controlled by the field of velocity 

divergence, and only to a lesser degree by variations in mixing ratio (w). 

Vertical Structure 

The jet stream and the strong baroclinic .zone beneath it control 

the surface weather and cloud patterns appearing in TIROS photographs. 

A correlation of vergence patterns at the jet stream level with those at 

low levels was, therefore, sought. 

Dines' compensation principle states that the divergence must 

change its sign at least once in any air column e:x-tending from sea level 

to the top of the atmosphere in such a manner that the net divergence is 

small. A level of non ·-divergence is usually found near 500 or 600 mb; 

therefore, if the compensation principle holds, divergence at the 250 mb 

level should be compensated by convergence near 700 mb. This, of 

course, is a- rathersirnpliftea-assuffiphori;-applying~oniy'to--st-;~ngly----

developed weather situations. Comparing the derived quantities of diver

gence for 250 mb (see Figure 29) with those at the 700 mb level (see Figure 

31), fairly good relationships are evident despite the orographic effects. 

At 0000 GMT, 16 April the divergence regions associated with the strong 

jet stream on the right side of the 250 mb map overlie a small center of 

low level convergence near Bismarck, North Dakota, and a more intense 

convergence area centered over Omaha, Nebraska. Vertical compensation 
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0000 GMT, 17 APRIL 

-8 -I 
Figure 32. 700 mb divergence of moisture flux (Y"h'Vw x 10 sec ) 

-8 -1 
for times shovm. Dotted area shows divergence> 2 x 10 sec , 

-8 -1 
cross hatched area shows convergence < -2 x 10 sec • 
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of divergence over the mountains is not as well established at this time. 

However, the upper level convergence over Denver, Colorado, seems to 

be superimposed upon the two areas of divergence north and south of 

Denver at the 700 mb level. Later on 16 April the patterns shift and 

two divergent layers seem to overlie each other. This case and others 

where divergence or convergence occur at both levels in the same area 

are probably due to the limited vertical resolution of the computations. 

The effect of the mountains on the divergence patterns at 700 mb 

on 18 April was discussed earlier. This same effect could be responsible 

for the poor correlation between patterns at 250 mb and 700 mb. The 

seemingly disorganized centers at 250 mb show convergence- occurring 

between Denver, Colorado, and North Platte, Nebraska. At 700 mb in 

the same region, there is a zone of strong convergence which has pre

viously been explained by mountain effects. Again, more complete 

analyses including several pressure levels would be necessary to deter

mine where the compensation for this strong convergence occurred. 

Cloud Patterns and Derived Quantities 

In order to estimate the effect of maSS and moisture divergence 

on cloud formation as observed by TIROS, the analyses described earlier 

were superimposed upon TIROS photographs. This procedure eliminated 

prospective distortion in the TIROS pictures. Unfortunately, most of the 

orbit times for the pictures used in this study occurred midway between 

standard radiosonde ascents. If the field which was to be correlated 

wittrth-e--TfROS-plclUr-e Were-cn:angl!lg rapidly wIth -Hme:-a--composite~-

of the two map times which were nearest the picture was prepared by 

averaging the analyzed fields. On the other hand, if the flow were 

reasonably steady and there were no large changes between the maps 

on either side of the TIROS picture, the nearest standard observation 

time was used for the comparison. 

Figure 33 a shows a picture from orbit 3084 D of TIROS VI taken 

over the central Rocky Mountains. The bright region in this photograph 
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Figure 33. (a) TIROS VI orbit 3084 D frame 15 valid at 1900 GMT, 
17 April 1963. (b) 700 mb mixing ratio (w~ g/kg, solid lines) 
superimposed on rectified TIROS grid. Dotted area shows w > 
2.0 gjkg, cross hatched area shows w < 0.5 gJkg. Dashed 
arrows are 700 mb streamlines. (c) 700 rob masS divergence 
(10-5/ sec, solid lines). Dotted area shows divergence> 2 x 
10-5/ sec, cross hatched area shows divergence < -2 x 10-5/ sec. 
Dashed line.·.is core of maximum 700 rob wind. (d) 700 mb 
divergence of moisture flux (l0-8/ sec). Dotted area shows 
divergence> 4 x 10-8/ sec, cross hatched area shows con
vergence < -4 x 10-8/ sec. Charts b, c and d are a composite 
of the analyses valid at 1200 GMT, 17 April and 0000 GMT, 18 
April 1963. 
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could be classified as cloud, although during April the possibility 

of snow cover on the mountains must be kept in mind. The field of 

mixing ratio (w) shown in Figure 33 b agress well with this bright area 

and thus supports the possibility of cloud formation. Orographic lifting 

can be discounted as a dominant mechanism, except in isolated areas, 

since the streamlines in Figure 33 are parallel to the main ridge of the 

mountains. The 700 mb 'V
h 

. V field (see Figure 33 c) suggests a lifting 

mechanism by low level convergence which may be held responsible for 

cloud production. There is a small divergence center east of Salt Lake 

City, Utah (SLC). Referring again to the TIROS picture, there appears 

a clear area south of Lander, Wyoming (LND), and west of SLC which is 

associated with this divergence area shown on the analYSis. The diver

gence of moisture flux ('V
h 

. V w) shown in Figure 33 d also agress well 

with the cloud distribution seen by TIROS. This pattern is very similar 

to the one just discussed, the differences being caused· by areas of high 

humidity. In both the mass divergence field and the moisture flux field, 

the strongest convergence is shifted slightly to the east of the densest 

cloud area. Since these fields were prepared by averaging the two syn

optic maps nearest to the picture time, such a small discrepancy is not 

surprising. 

Figure 34 show s a portion of the same cloud pattern from a dif

ferent angle taken seconds later and farther to the east. The distortion 

caused by viewing at a new angle is apparent when the area around 

Lander, Wyoming (LND), is compared in Figures 33 and 34. The dendri

tic shape of the bright area at 45° N latitude and 110 0 W longitude is good 

evidence that we are seeing the mountain snow fields in northwestern 

Wyoming. Further to the east there is a crescent shaped band near the 

intersection of the cold front and 45° N latitude. This band is easily 

identified as snow cover on the Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming. Again, 

the high values of mixing ratio are associated with the cloudy regions 

south of LND. There is a second concentration of moisture north of the 
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Figure 34. (a) TIROS VI orbit 3084 D frame 25 valid at 1902 GMT" 
17 Apri11963. (b) 700 mb mixing ratio (w, g/kg, solid lines) 
superimposed on rectified TIROS grid. Dotted area shows w > 
2.0 g/kg, cross hatched area show s w < 0.5 g/kg. Dashed 
arrows are 700 mb streamlines. (c) 700 mb mass divergence 
(10-5/ sec, solid lines). Dotted area shows divergence> 2 x 
10-5/ sec" cross hatched area shows convergence < -2 x 10-5/ 
sec. Dashed line is core of maximum 700 ·mb wind. (d) 700 
mb divergence of moisture flux (10 -8/ sec). Dotted area shows 
divergence> 4 x 10-8/ sec, cross hatched area shows convergence 
< -4 x 10-8/ sec. Charts b I c I and d are a composite of the 
analyses valid at 1200 GMT, 17 April and 0000 GMT, 18 April 
1963. 
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cold front. The clouds to the north and parallel to the front are probably 

caused by lifting motions over the cold air mass. There is also a good 

correlation between the direction of this northern cloud band and the 

streamline pattern shown in Figure 34 b. The 700 mb divergence and 

moisture flux shown in Figures 34 c and 34 d do not agree very well with 

the cloud formations associated with the front. This may be due to the 

averaging method used to derive the fields which are superimposed on 

the TIROS grid. 

Frame 18 from TIROS V orbit 4349 T (Figure 35) was taken over the 

southwestern United States and show s only the southern portion of the 

mountain region of interest. The brigh area north of Albuquerque, New 

Mexico (ABQ), may signify clouds, although the broken pattern bears 

resemblance to snow covered mountains and open valleys. The analysis 

of mixing ratio at 700 mb (see Figure 35 b) lends inconclusive evidence 

for this. A dry tongue extends from north of Grand Junction, Colorado 

(GJT), to Denver, Colorado (DEN); however, the air over the remaining 

bright area in the TIROS photograph contains enough moisture to produce 

clouds if the proper lifting mechanism were present. The streamlines 

(see Figure 35 b) indicate that the flow was normal to the main ridge of 

the mountains which would bring about orographic lifting. The divergence 

pattern at 700 mb (see Figure 35
o
c) suggests that there would be very little 

snpport for cloud production from the upper flow as a strong divergence 

center appears over the bright area in the Picture. The moisture flux 

shown in Figure 35 d also reveals the large center of divergence just 

mentioned; however, there was a small center of moisture convergence 

further to the north which did not appear in the -'V
h

' V Q pattern. Unfortun

ately. this area of moisture convergence was near the edge of the picture. 

Therefore, it was difficult to draw meaningful conclusions about the cloud 

pattern with which it might be associated. If the brigh area were produced 

by douds and not snow, then the generating force could only be orographic 

lifting. The predominance of terrain effects on cloud formation, if indeed 

the brigh area in the photograph is caused by clouds and !lot snow, may 

explain the detailed structure of this pattern which could be revealing the 
mountain valleys. 

A later frame from TIROS V orbit 4349 T is shown in Figure 36. Here 

we get a much clearer picture of what was occurring near the surface. The 
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Figure 35. (a) TIROS V orbit 4349 T frame 18 valid at 1953 GMT, 
18 April 1963. (b) 700 mb mixing ratio (w, g/kg, solid lines) 
superimpo sed on rectified TIROS grid. Dotted area show s w > 
2.0 g/kg, cross hatched area show s w < 0.5 g/kg. Dashed 
arrows are 700 mb streamlines. (c) 700 mb mass divergence 
(l0-5/ sec, solid lines). Dotted area shows divergence >-2 x 
10-5/ sec. Dashed line i~ core of maximum 700 mb wind. 
(d) 700 mb divergence of moisture flux (l0-8/ sec). Dotted 
area shows divergence> 4 x 10-8/ sec, cross hatched area 
shows convergence < -4 x 10-8/ sec. Charts b, c, and d 
are valid at 0000 GMT, 19 April 1963. 
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Figure 36. (a) TIROS V orbit 4349 T frame 14 valid at 1955 GMT. 
18 April 1963. (b) 700 mb mixing ratio (w,g/kg, solid lines) 
superimpo sed on rectified TIROS grid. Dotted area show s W > 
2.0 g/kg, cross hatched area show s w < 0.5 g/kg. Dashed 
arrows are 700 mb streamlines. (c) 700 mb maSS divergenc~ 
(10-5/ sec, solid lines). Dotted area shows divergence> 2 x 
10-5/ sec, cross hatched area shows convergence < -2 x 10-5/ 
sec. Dashed line is core of maximum 700 ·mb wind. (d) 700 
mb divergence of moisture flux (10-8/ sec). Dotted area shows 
divergence> 4 x 10-8/ sec, cross hatched area shows convergence 
< -4 x 10-8/ sec. Charts b, c, and d are valid at 0000 GMT, 19 
April 1963. 
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streaky appearance of the clouds in the east-west direction and the broad 

bands in the north-south direction support the hypothesis that the bright 

areas over the mountains were orographically produced clouds... This 

picture was used earlier to identify the wall cloud formation, a definite 

orographic effect, which appears north of Denver, Colorado (DEN). The 

field of mixing ratio (see Figure 36 b) show s the drier air mass behind 

the cold front which had just passed over the mountains and into the Great 

Plains region. The concentration of moisture had been shifted eastward 

and was associated with the cloudy area along the front. Streamlines, also 

shown in Figure 36 b, indicate that the flow was normal to the mountains 

from 35 0 N latitude northward to the top of the picture. This orientation 

of mountains and streamlines would provide the necessary lifting to pro

duce clouds in the drier air over the higher terrain. Figure 36 c again 

shows the strong divergence area at 700 mb straddling the Continental 

Divide south of Denver, Colorado (DEN). This divergence and the down

slope motion over the Great Plains were responsible for the clear area 

between the eastern slope of the mountains and the front. Just north of 40 0 N 

latitude in southern Wyoming and Nebraska there was a weak band of con

vergence. The moisture flux pattern (Figure 36 d) also shows convergence 

south of North Platte, Nebraska(LBF), while the TIROS picture indicates 

clouds in the same area. Earlier in this paper and in a previous report 

(Reiter, 1965 a), it was pointed out that this area of clouds was possibly 

associated with inertia gravity waves induced by the mountains northwest 

of Denver, Colorado (DEN). The pattern of moisture flux gives a good defi

nition of the horizontal extent of this wave cloud since the convergence of 

moisture flux is directly associated with the vertical motions in the Wel ·re. 

The last TIROS picture (see Figure 37) which pertair:ed to this case 

covered the northwestern United States. The bright patterns in this picture 

were rather disorganized and are probably a combination of snow cover, 

orogr,-'phically induced clouds, and condensation produced by large scale 

dynamiC lifting. The field of mixing ratio (see Figure 37 b) indicates that 

there was enough moisture present for cloudiness over most of the region, 

with the exception of a relatively dry tongue which extended from Lar:der, 
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Figure 37. (a) TIROS V orbit 4363 D frame 28 valid at 2105 GMT" 
19 April 1963. (b) 700 mb mixing ratio (w" gjkg, solid lines) 
superimposed on rectified TIROS grid. Dotted area shows w > 
2.0 g/kg, dashed arrows are 700 mb streamlines. (c) 700 mb 
mass divergence (l0-5/ sec, solid lines). Dotted area shows 
divergence> 2 x 10-5/ sec, cross hatched area shows convergence 
< -2 x 10-5/ sec. Dashed line is core of maximum 700 mb wind. 
(d) 700 mb divergence of moisture flux (10-8/ sec). Dotted 
area shows divergence> 4 x 10-8/ s-ec, cross hatched area 
show s convergence < -4 x 10 -8/ sec. Charts b, c, and dare 
valid at 1200 GMT, 19 April 1963. 
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Wyoming (LND), southeastward to Denver, Colorado (DEN). The 

TIROS patterns show a clear area in this region; however, this part 

of the picture was very near the horizon where resolution is poor. 

The field of 700 mb 'V
h 

. V (see Figure 37 c) also supports the pos

sibility of cloud formation since there was convergence over most of 

the picture area with the exception of divergence centers over Montana 

and southeastern Wyoming, both near the horizon and badly distorted. 

The moisture flux does not disagree with the patterns discussed above, 

nor does it significantly add information on a cloud producing mechanism 

to explain the distribution in this picture. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY 

Scorer and Klieforth' s suggestion that chinook winds can be 

caused by the blocking of low level inversion layers and by large 

amplitude lee waves appears to be valid for chinooks of the Rocky 

Mountains. The cases studied in this paper strongly suggest that 

the criteria of 1T / P. ::: mountain height is a necessary, but not a 

sufficient, condition for chinooks of the subsidence type. 

It would seem, from the cases studied, that diurnal changes 

in lapse rate to the windward side of the mountains exert a strong 

influence on the onset and cessation of chinooks. The April 1963 

case exemplified this diurnal control. Lag time between the proper 

conditions in the windward surface layer and the onset of chinooks 

on the leeward side correspond well with the time necessary for a 

parcel of air to tra.verse this distance. The only diurnal effect 

which can be noted during the December 1964 case is the larger dew 

point spread caused by higher afternoon temperatures on the leeward 

side of the mountain. These higher temperatures are also effective 

in increasing the surface wind speeds due to turbulent exchange of 

momentum from aloft. 

The processes responsible for the second and third types of 

chinooks described in Chapter I are independent of the windward 

inversion and would not be controlled by the 1T / 1. criteria. Nocturnal 

chinook winds can be associated with a subsidence type foehn and are, 

therefore, indirectly influenced by Scorer and Klieforth's hypothesis. 

The winds associated with the April case do not follow the 

classic pattern normally attributed to chinooks. Referring to Figure 9. 

it will be noted that the strong surface winds are not coincidental with 
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the onset of the chinook. It is generally thought that the warm temp

eratures and associated drop in dew point are caused by strong downslope 

winds. While it is certainly true that these anomalies are caused by 

downslope flow, it does not follow that the leeside winds must be 

strong. Postulating a more likely sequence of events, the chinook 

begins with light downslope winds which cause the surface tempera-

ture to increase until a dry-adiabatic lapse rate is reached or exceeded. 

These lapse rate conditions allow turbulence and mixing through a deep 

layer of the atmosphere, transporting momentum of stronger winds 

aloft downward. This momentum transport continues to strengthen 

the surface winds, while exerting a damping influence on maximum 

surface temperatures, until the generating forces on the windward 

side of the mountain are negated by a wind shift or by the removal 

of the windward surface inversion. 

The flow pattern aloft during the April case was dominated by a 

strong southwesterly jet stream. Low level wind maxima detected at 

the 700 mb surface were undoubtedly part of the mechanism which 

produced the chinook conditions and strong surface winds on the Great 

Plains. 

Details shown on TIROS pictures during the first chinook can 

be correlated with the wind field and derived quantities. The analysis 

of 700 mb mass divergence and moisture flux is in good agreement 

with cloud areas seen by TIROS. 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE 

VORTICITY, DIVERGENCE, AND DIVERGENCE 

OF MOISTURE FLUX 

by 
W. D. Ehrman 

Vorticity, divergence, and divergence of moisture flux were 

calculated by an IBM 1620 computer using data taken from analyses 

of isotachs, streamlines, and mixing ratio. A grid with 2. 5 degree 

latitude increments along the y axis and 2. 5 degree longitude incre

ments along the x axis was designed for the calculations. (For a 

more complete description of the grid. see Text. ) 

The equations used were: 

A) Relative vorticity -

k . (\7 x V) = ov 
ax 

~? ~v ~u 
ay ~x ~y 

where k· (\7 x V) is the relative vorticity. 

and 

-'" 

k 

u and v 

x and y 

is the observed velocity. 

is the vertical unit vector. 

are zonal and meridional components 
of observed wind velocity, 

are Cartesian coordinates with x positive 
to the east and y positive to the north. 

B) Absolute vorticity -

k' . (\7 x V) + f = a v _ Q.E + f ;-- A v - ~ u + 20 sin<\> 
ax ay Ax ~y 

where k· (\7 x V) + f is the absolute vorticity, 

and 

f 

o 

is the Coriolus parameter, 

is the angular velocity of the earth. 

is latitude. 
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C) Divergence -

-v'·V h 

-'" 

where \7h· V 

and \7h 

is the horizontal divergence, 

is the horizontal Del operator. 

D) Divergence of moisture flux -

-'\7, • qV 
h 

-'" 

where 'V'h· q V 

and q 

= 8(qu) + 8(gv) 
8 x 8y 

"" A (g u) + A (9 v) 
Ax Ay 

is the horizontal divergence of 
moisture flux, 

is the mixing ratio. 

Figure 1 depicts an area subdivision of the main grid. The 

velocity values at original points A, B, C, and D were converted 

to u and v components. Values of u, v , and q at grid points 

North, South, East, and West were then linearly interpolated from 

the original grid points ( A, B J C , and D ). U sing these new values, 

vorticity, divergence, and divergence of moisture flux were computed 

for the center point "0 ". 

The A y increment varied by less than one per cent over the 

entire grid; therefore, a mean value of A y was used. The A x 

increment varied by 25 per cent making it necessary to calculate 

each longitude (A x) increment by hand before reading them into the 

program. 

A symbol correspondence table, flow chart, and program listing 

appear at the end of this Appendix. 
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(I, J) North (I + 1, J) 

A I B 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

West -------la.J)------ East 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Die 
(I, J + 1) South (I + 1, J + 1) 

Figure 1: Points A) B, C , and D are the original points from 
velocity and mixing ratio analyses. The subscripts refer to 
these points as they are noted in the program listed at the end 
of this Appendix. North, South, East, and West refer to linearly 
interpolated points. The center point, "0 ", is the location of the 
final computed value (of vorticity, etc.). 
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SYMBOL CORRESPONDENCE TABLE 

PROGRAM 

IP 

IDA 

ITM 

FF 

00 

Q 

DX 

DY 

U 

V 

ALAT 

VORT 

AVORT 

DIV 

Q 

DESCRIPTION AND UNITS 

Pressure level (mb) 

Day 

Time 

Wind Velocity (meters/ sec) 

Wind Direction 

Mixing ratio (g/kg) 

Longitude increment along a latitude 
circle (meters) 

Latitude increment along a meridian 
(meters) 

Zonal compo~ent of wind (meters/ sec) 

Meridional component of wind 
(meters/ sec} 

Latitude of center point of grid 

Relative vorticity (x 10 -4/ sec) 

Absolute vorticity (x 10 -4/ sec) 
-5 

Divergence (x 10 / sec) 
. -8 

Moisture flux (x 10 / sec) 

The following symbols, when added to a previously defined symbol 

ind.icate: 

EST, WST, NOR, SOU, = Interpolated value at 
(east, 'Nest, north, south) 
point of intermediate grid. 
(See Figure 1. ) 
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Read in interpolated 
longitude increments 

mixing ratios, 
wind speeds, 

directions, 

Compute u and v components 

Assign first row, first column center 
pOint for computation 

Compute latitude of center 

Compute east, south, west, north 
~---I 

intermediate q, u, v oints 

COMPUTE 
1. Vorticity 
2. Absolute vorticity 
3. Divergence 
4. Moisture flux 

?-----.l.~'--....! Go to next center 
oint in row 
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vorticity 
heading 

YES 

unch row of absolute 
vorticity 

NO Go to next row, 
first column 

NO 

YES 

unch divergence 
heading 

YES 

NO 
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NO 

NO 

YES 



-

c 

c 
( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

C 

C 

( 

100 
101 

3 

5 

10 
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PROGRAM COMPUTE DEL ICROSS V, DOT V, DOT V*Q) 
DIMENSION DD(9,8),FFI9,8),UI9,B),VI9,B),VORTIB,71,AVuRTI8,7),DIV18 

1,7).DXI7).Q(9.B),QFLXIS,7) 
THIS Pk0GRAM CJMPUTES, USING FINIT~ DIFFtKENClk~ TtCrlNI~U~S, ThE 
DIvtR~~~Ct IUJ/DX+~V/UY), Tnt ktLAT!Vt VukTICtlY IUV/DX-~U/0Y), 
THt Ao~0Lult VU~11lIIY IDV/UA-~U/U'+LUKiuLU~ ~vnL~), ANU In~ 

DIV~RGtNCt U~ ~UlSTURt FLUX (D~U/DX+uQV/U~). 

RtAD IN INTtKPULATtU LuNGITUDE INCKEMENIS IN MtTER~ 
READ lOl.(OX(I).I=1,7) 
FORMAT (7(F6.Q,lX) ) 
DO 10 1=1.9 
READ IN WIND VELOCITY, DIRECTION, AND MIXING RATIOS FOR ONE TIME 
AND PRESSURE LEVEL 
READ 5.IP.IDA.ITM./FF(ItJ),DDII,J),l.Ill,j),J=1,B) 
1 SUoS(RIPT kEFERS TO + X DlktCTlu~, J SuoSCKI~T T0 - Y uIRECTION 
F0R~AT 1312,2x.8IF2.U.F3.0,F2.1,lX)) 
DO lU J=I,8 
CUMPuTE U AND V CUMPONlNTS 
UII.J)=-Ffll,j)*SINFIDDII,j)/57.295ij) 
V(I,J)=-F~II.JI*COSF(uDII,J)/57.295b) 

CONTINUE 
OY=111043.*2.5 
IP=10*IP 
PUNCH 15,IP,IDA,ITM 

15 FORMAT (8HPRESSURE,3X,I3,5X,3HDAY,3X,12,5x,4HTIME,3X,I2,5X,18hRELA 
ITIVE VORTICITY) 

PUNCH 20 
20 F0RMAT 18X,lHl,8X,IHZ,8X,lH3,aX,lH4,8X,lH5,8X,IH6,aX,lH7,aX,1H8) 

DO 5 c) J= 1,7 
AJ=.J-l 

( (UMPUTE LATITUDE Of C~NTER POINT, AND Y,U, ANU V MEAN~ FUk 
( PEKIPhERAL POINTS 

ALAT=I(46.75-AJ*2.5)/57.295~) 

DO 30 1=1,8 
VEST=(VII+1,J)+VII+I,J+I))/2. 
Vv;ST=IVlltJ)+VII,J+l))/2. 
VNOR=(V( I tJ)+y( I+l,J) 112. 
VSOU= (VI I tJ+l )+V( I+l ,J+l) 1/2. 
UEST=(U( I+l,J)+U( I+l,J+ll )/2. 
uvvST=(U( I tJ)+U( 1 ,J+11 )/2. 
UNOR= (UI I ,JI+U( I+ltJ)) 12. 
USOU=IU( ItJ+l)+U( I+ltJ+l) )/2. 
Gi ES T = (W ( 1+ 10 j ) +Q ( 1+1 , J + 1) ) 12 • 
Q \'; 5 T = ( (,w ( I , J ) +(; ( I ,J + 1 ) ) /2 • 
ONOR=«(.i( I ,J)+c.( I+l,J)1I2. 
QSOU= (C( I tJ+l HQ( 1+1 tJ+l) )12. 

C COMPuTE VORTICITY, ABSOLUTE VORTICITY, DIVERGENCl, AND MOISTURE 
C FLUX FOR CENTER POINT 

VORT(I'J)=((VEST-V~ST)/DXIJ)-(UNORI-USOU)/DY)*lOOOO. 

AVORTII,J)=VORT(I,J)+14.58*SINF(ALAT) *.1 
OIV(I,J)=( (UtST-U~~TI/OX(J)+IVNU~-VSUU)/~Y)*lCOOOO. 

3G UFLX(I,J)=( (~tST·UESJ-U~ST*u~ST)/DAt.J)+(~NUR*VN~K-wSUU*V~0U)/0Y)· 
Ih)uoOi.;. 

JJ=.J 
( UuTPuT uF Vu~TICiTY (*10.**-4.) 

3j ~~~Cn J5,.JJ,(VJRT(I,.J),1=1,d) 



35 FORMAT (I1,2X,SF9.5) 
5() CONTINUE 

PUNCH 55, IP,IDA,ITM 
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55 FORMAT 18HPRESSURE,3X,I3,5X,3HDAy,3X,12,5X,4HTI~,E,3X,12,5X,1SHA~SO 

lLUTE VORTICITY) 
PUNCH 20 
DO 65 J=1,7 
JJ=J 

C UUTPUT UF ABSOLUTE VORTICITY 1*10.**-4.) 
65 PuNCH 35, JJ,IAVORTII,J),I=l,S) 

PUNCH 70, IP,IDA,ITM 
7U FORMAT ISHPRESSURE,3X,I3,5X,3HDAY,3X,12,5X,4HTI~t,3X,I2,5X,10HOIV~ 

1RGENCE 
PUNCH 20 
DO SO J=1,7 
JJ=J 

C OUTPUT OF DIVERGENCE 1*10.**-5.) 
80 PuNCH 35,JJ,IOIVII,J),I=1,S) 

PUNCH 120, IP,IDA,ITM 
12U FORMAT 18hPRtSSURE,3X,13,5X,3HDAY,3X'I2,5X,4HTI~E,3X,I2,5X,13HMOI~ 

ITURE FLUX) 
PUNCh 20 
DO 130 J=1,7 
JJ=J 

C OUTPUT OF MOISTURE FLUX 1*10.**-8) 
130 PUNCH 35,JJ,IQFLXII,J),I=1,B) 

C CONTINUE TO NEXT SET OF DATA 
GO TO 3 
END 
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